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ArtemiS 7 now available from HEAD acoustics…
ArtemiS, the standard solution for signal, sound and vibration evaluation, is now in its
seventh generation. ArtemiS 7 is more user-friendly than ever, and with the help of
many new features, provides even greater ease-of-use and convenience.
ArtemiS 7.0 users benefit from
simplified handling and consequent time savings which extend
from making recordings to analysis, and finally to report generation and export to universal data
formats.
The focus of ArtemiS 7.0 is a
simpler and more secure working
process, giving results in even
fewer steps.
The innovations include, among
others: application/security, diagram display, documentation and
data collection. Naturally, ArtemiS
7 also adds analyses (for example,
time signal vs. angle of rotation,
and filtered level analysis vs.
RPM). It increases functionality (in
the Filter Editor, the Mark Analyzer
and the Report Generator). The
new version also extends import/
export and data transfer capabilities.
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Interesting? Information about
ArtemiS 7 and other products is
available in our download section
at www.head-acoustics.de./
download-english.htm

New binaural headset for NoiseBook: MHS III
The new MHS III features selectable input sensitivities and sampling rates, a higher
dynamic range, and much more.
MHS, the convenient and simple recording and playback unit with a
USB interface, is typically used for
mobile applications and quick
identification of important sound
characteristics. The MHS III provides several new features including
selectable input sensitivities and
sampling frequencies, new filters,
etc. Furthermore, its connection to
NoiseBook — the analysis software

— has been optimized. Therefore,
you have an improved yet still inexpensive solution.

Picture 1: Systembox and headset of
MHS III
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NoiseBook 7.0 - now with a larger range of functions
Our NoiseBook recording and analysis software — approved, easy to use and
inexpensive — now features new analyses and automated report generation.
The latest version of the
NoiseBook concept — easy and
clearly arranged handling — is enhanced with new analyses (for example total level vs. time, total level vs. speed, order level vs.
speed, and a user-specific analysis) and a new feature, automated
report generation in MS Word
(Tool Pack NTP 06, Advanced Documentation). Mobile sound analyses are now more convenient
and effective than ever.
In combination with MHS III or the
mobile 4-channel frontend SQuadriga, NoiseBook 7.0 harmonizes perfectly as a single system for
aurally-accurate recording, analysis and playback.
Picture 2: NoiseBook 7.0 with automated report generation

Universal playback equalizer PEQ V
Control your playback of aurally-accurate recordings at highest quality with a
single rotary knob: the new PEQ V with USB interface
Just connect the new, programmable equalizer PEQ V to your laptop or PC via a USB cable. It's this
easy to play aurally-accurate recordings at the highest quality. A
sound card is no longer required.
Via other interfaces (AES / EBU,
ADAT / S/PDIF, Line, Pulse) you
can directly connect artificial
heads and other frontends, any
devices with optical digital outputs, or analog sources. A PEQ V
can receive digital signals via AES/
EBU, or by a TOSlink optical cable
(either optical S/PDIF — 2 channels — or multi-channel ADAT). If
an incoming optical signal is
ADAT (8 channels), a PEQ V may
be set to receive channel pairs

1 and 2, or 3 and 4, or 5 and 6, or
7 and 8.
You can cascade additional PEQs
via the optical multi-channel
(ADAT) or AES/EBU interfaces. For
playback via dynamic headphones, there are two individually
calibrated jacks on the front panel. Use is very simple yet multipurpose. Via the operating buttons and control knob on the front

panel, or via the RC V handheld
remote control, or via the control
program “HMS Remote Control”
on the computer.

Picture 3: PEQ V with dynamic headphones HD IV.1 (optional)
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H3S now a passenger in your car
Experience how the engine or other components can be changed during an actual
drive on the road, at the push of a button — for instance your sedan becomes,
acoustically, a sports car.
Mobile H3S is a further development of the existing HEAD 3D
Sound Simulation System (H3S). It
permits aurally-accurate, realistic
interactive simulation of vehicle
sounds in actual driveable vehicles; any car can become an NVH
driving simulator. The hardware
components (picture 4) are easily
installed in any vehicle.
With Mobile H3S you can create
interactive sound designs in realistic environments with perfect
driving dynamics, real vibrations
and authentic driving impressions.
During a test drive, H3S performs
real-time synchronous simulations
of engine, tire and wind noises.
You can engage different measurement-based filters online, which
can also be speed- and loaddependent.

By means of optical
sensors, H3S always receives information about all
relevant parameters. With these data and a newly developed synthesis
algorithm, H3S reacts in real time to
changes in engine
RPM, road speed
and accelerator
position. During the
drive you can independently control, Picture 4: Hardware of the Mobile H3S
individually comefficient sound design. Picture 5
bine, and by means of filters moshows the schematic design of
dify online all sound sources. The
H3S.
interactive influence on the simulated sounds during actual drives
leads to target-oriented, rapid and

Picture 5: The mobile 3D Sound System H3S
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Explorative Vehicle Evaluation “EVE“ — generating the target sound
Seeking to completely fulfil clients' wishes, the new test procedure EVE is an innovative test design for generating target sounds and for benchmarking*.
Explorative Vehicle Evaluation “EVE“
Vehicle sounds are transformed
into an event. With EVE, the laboratory is relocated into the field,
i.e., directly on the street (picture
6)!
You can rely totally on EVE with
regard to evaluating real vehicle
sounds, and in combination with
Mobile H3S. Tests are in correct
contexts and results are therefore
extremely valid and significant.
Advantage of EVE
The evaluation of sounds takes
place under actual driving conditions, with authentic vibrations
and real driving dynamics.
EVE communicates with new experts, the potential clients. Thus,
experiences and perspectives of
actual use control the acoustic development process. On this basis

Picture 6: The laboratory on the road.

the modeling of the target sound
guarantees a highly valid content,
and consequent acceptance.

-

Picture 7: An optimized start from a traffic light: Based on the evaluations given
by the test individuals, a positively experienced target sound (on the left) is determined which is clearly different from the original sound (on the right).

Developing the target
sound
During the drive the test individual
evaluates the driving situation and
vehicle sounds. Subjective valuations are recorded, as well as vehicle sounds, vibrations and relevant pulse data. By means of qualitative-empirical techniques the
collected data are systematically
analyzed, assuring target-oriented
final results. In this way, you can
reliably identify necessary and relevant modifications of the vehicle
sound. Picture 7 shows EVE being
applied.
This qualitative-quantitative approach reveals connections between vehicle sounds and the subjective patterns of evalution. The
understanding of those basic mechanisms guarantees valid conclusions for developing future target sounds.

* The procedure has been developed by Prof. Dr. Schulte-Fortkamp, TU Berlin, and has been successfully applied in cooperation with HEAD acoustics. In the
specific field of Technical Acoustics Prof. Dr. Schulte-Fortkamp represents the areas of Noise Effects, Sound Quality and Psychoacoustics.
Contact: Brigitte.schulte-fortkamp@tu-berlin.de
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Auralization of a vehicle’s tire/road noise
Listen correctly to your tires, only your tires! HEAD consult has developed an
innovative procedure for auditioning the sound components from individual axles or
tires, as well as separating them into the components based on air-borne and
structure-borne noise.
Sound from the powertrain of modern automobiles is reduced more
and more every year. Consequently, other sound sources become
more apparent, and are increasingly experienced as disturbing. In this context, tire/road noise based on structure-borne noise
transmitted via the chassis, and tire noise directly transmitted via
air-borne paths are of particular
interest. Each tire of a vehicle
creates a component based on
air-borne noise as well as one based on structure-borne noise. In
relation to the other tires, those
components may be regarded as
approximately incoherent sources.
When the vehicle is recorded in a
freewheeling condition (the engine off and clutch disengaged),
the interior sound contains a com-

bination of wind and tire/road
noises. For various applications it
is very desirable to separate the
combined noise, isolating its two
sources independently for evaluation. To achieve this, a procedure
operating in the time domain has
been developed by HEAD consult
NVH, a department of HEAD
acoustics. The procedure allows
auralizing the individual components.
Picture 8 shows, in the form of
spectrograms, the sound separated into its two components. In
addition to separating the interior
vehicle noise into a wind component and a tire/road component,
the tire/road component can be
further separated into tire and
road components via this procedure.

Transfer path analysis
and interior noise simulation for tire/road noise
For further analysis and separation
of the tire/road noise components
transmitted via the chassis and
based on structure-borne noise
the HEAD acoustics-developed
binaural transfer path analysis and
interior noise simulation procedure may be applied to the components transmitted via the chassis.
This procedure permits displaying
the quality of interior vehicle
sounds by means of numbers and
graphs. Moreover, the separated
sounds are auralizeable binaurally. The results can be used to develop a path-related simulation
model. This leads to new options.
You can now listen individually to
the interior vehicle noise contribu-

Picture 8: Auralizing the individual noise components: The spectrograms show the separation of the interior sound into
tire/road noise and wind noise.
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tion of every single path, as well as
of any combination of paths.
Moreover, their significance to the
whole interior vehicle sound can
be estimated.
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Picture 9 on the right shows an
example of such a transfer path
model, by means of the structureborne noise path from one wheel.
Picture 10 represents typical results of a BTPA project for transmission via the chassis. The binaural components of the interior
vehicle noise are separated according to the direction. The components refer to a short interval of
freewheeling for the paths of the
transfer control arms, the anti-roll
bar and the suspension strut, considering the excitation of the left
front wheel.
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Picture 9: Scheme of the transfer path model (in this case: structure-borne noise
path of one wheel)
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Picture 10: Interior noise components of single paths (shown by the example
of the left front wheel: attachment points of the wheel suspension)

Binaural Panel Contribution Analysis (BPCA) — The alternative solution
to the subtractive method
HEAD acoustics has developed the new procedure BPCA for optimizing interior vehicle
sound, as an alternative to the traditional subtractive method. With BPCA the
identification of partial areas of the passenger compartment which transmit
significant sounds can now be carried out much more time- and cost-effectively.
Furthermore, the values are more comprehensive and exact.
Heretofore, the sound contributions from single areas in the
passenger compartment have
been determined via the subtractive method: the entire passenger
compartment must first be covered
with sound-absorbing material.
Successively, each area to be investigated is uncovered and the

sound waves which they transmit
are recorded (picture 11, page 7).
The subtractive method takes considerable time and is very costintensive.
The new procedure BPCA is not
only more efficient, it also displays
the true sound transmission in an
unaltered way. Moreover, BPCA

can be carried out during a real
drive on the road. In contrast to the
subtractive method, there are no
measurements on the tire-test rig.
By using particle velocity sensors
for the new method, it is no longer
necessary to cover the passenger
compartment with insulation because the sensors (combined
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sensors to record sound pressure
and particle velocity) are attached
directly to the partial area to be investigated (picture 13). With this
method users can record the
sound particle velocity directly at
the surface and determine the airborne noise transfer function. By
means of these transfer functions
the relevance to the entire sound
contribution of each partial
surface area is determined. The
measurement takes place reciprocally, meaning that the sound
source is situated at the driver's
position and the sound is recorded
at the respective partial surface or
area (picture 12).
In this way the sound contribution
of this partial area to the total
sound level can be calculated as it
would be experienced at the driver's position. Altogether, the total
may contain up to 140 measured
values. Therefore, BPCA is much
more detailed than the subtractive
method, which only provides between 10 and 20 measured values.
Since it is no longer necessary to
cover the inside of the vehicle with
sound-absorbing material, the
measured values are unaltered
from those of normal operation.
Furthermore, environmental influences such as the weather or the
road surface are taken into
account, contributing greatly to
the agreement of the results to the
actual hearing impression.
Other advantages of the new method are the consideration of lowfrequency sounds, and a ranking
order of the sound contributions.
We're looking forward to giving
you more detailed information
about this alternative to the subtractive method. Please send an email to: sales@head-acoustics.de
or just call us.
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Picture 11: Traditional subtractive method: the partial areas to be investigated
are successively uncovered, the transmitted sound is recorded and compared
with a reference value. In this way, the partial surface areas responsible for the
disturbing noises can be identified.

Combined pressure-velocity sensors
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Picture 12: Alternative subtractive method: sound paths are determined by
means of a binaural sound source (Q) and microphones (P) taking into account
the principle of reciprocity.

Picture 13: Example “Windshield”. When applying BPCA the passenger
cabin is typically divided into 7 partial surface areas (e.g. front roof incl.
windshield, left side, right side, front floor, rear floor etc.)
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Did you know that ...
· … there are Application Notes
also for special applications in
our download section (www.
head-acoustics.de/downloadenglish.htm), for example the
measurement of sound intensity
with the Online Analyzer, or the
order analysis with ArtemiS?
· … version 1.02 of the HEAD
Online Analyzer is also available for clients of ArtemiS 6?
· … an optional amplifier for
headphones is available for
SQuadriga? With the SQuadriga Booster you can increase the
playback level by 12 dB which is
especially helpful for playback
of low-frequency signals.
·

… there are also new ATP
brochures which explain the
functions of every ATP concisely
and thus help you to use ATPs
even more efficiently? As usual,
you can find these brochures in
our download section.

· … ArtemiS has a special
playback mode with which
signal components which are
dependent on speed (i.e. orders) can be reproduced with
constant frequency?

Ebertstraße 30a
D-52134 Herzogenrath
Tel: +49 (0) 2407 -577-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2407-577-99
eMail: info@head-acoustics.de
WEB: www.head-acoustics.de
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HEAD acoustics would like to invite you to the “NVH
User Group Meeting 2005”: in Livonia, Michigan, USA
on November 10 and in Stuttgart, Germany on November 17.
Would you like to benefit from the
experiences of other users of our
products and gain new insights
into innovative applications and
procedures in modern acoustics
and vibration research? Then
mark November 10th on your
calendar, because on that date
HEAD acoustics, Inc. invites you to
the annual NVH User Group
Meeting. A similar meeting, the
first one to be hosted by HEAD
acoustics GmbH in Germany, will
take place November 17.
We're convinced that the meetings
will be of great interest to you: there will be numerous presentations
by business partners who will report on innovative procedures,
applications, and their own experiences from the NVH area. Moreover, presentations will also be
given by our own employees.
Thus, in a concentrated setting
you will receive proven insights

into extraordinary analytical methods. Moreover, you will receive
advice for practical use and get to
know our new products. During
the breaks you will have, of
course, the opportunity to elaborate on the subjects, to come up
with new discussion points or to
exchange experiences with other
guests.
The US NVH User Group Meeting
will take place in Livonia, Michigan. Please contact our US colleagues to attend or to receive more
information. Send an email to
info@headacoustics .com
The first German NVH User
Group Meeting will be held in
Stuttgart, Germany. We recommend applying today via email to
sales@head-acoustics.de.
Naturally, participation is free of
charge. We will provide drinks and
food.

Tradeshows & Conferences
October 17-19
Joint Meeting ASA and NoiseCon in Minneapolis, MN, USA
HEAD acoustics GmbH and HEAD acoustics, Inc. will be taking part in the conference with several interesting lectures on topics such as “The acoustical design
of vehicles: A new tool for benchmarking and target sound”, “The acoustical
comfort of vehicles: A combination of sound and vibration” or “Impulsive noise of
printers: measurement metrics and their subjective correlation”. See
http://asa.aip.org for more information.
October 26-28
Automotive Testing Expo North America, Novi, MI, USA
Come and visit our colleagues from HEAD acoustics, Inc. at their booth, no.
12022. More information about this tradeshow can be found at www.testingexpo.com/usa/home.html

English workshop offer by HEAD acoustics GmbH
November 23
Signal Analysis
November 24
System Analysis
If you would like to take part in one of these trainings please contact the HEAD
acoustics’s sales representative of your area. You can collect more information
about our TrainingCenter on our homepage.

